
Allegra Concert Band Organized Indoor Rehearsal
This document summarises the relevant, current UK Government Guidance and constitutes a
statement that any event organised by Allegra Concert Band will comply with all current
guidance and legislation provided by the UK Government, and follow covid secure
procedures.

Nork Community Hall is a Community Facility that is complying with all covid secure requirements.

On 30 November 2020 the Government Publication: COVID-19: Guidance for the safe use of
multi-purpose community facilities was updated.

Section 3c: Recreation, leisure and social gatherings says:

Community facilities are now permitted to host socially distanced indoor and outdoor performances in
line with the Performing Arts Guidance.

Both professionals and non-professionals can now engage in singing, wind and brass in line with
the Performing Arts Guidance.

Performing Arts Guidance is contained within the Government Publication: Working safely during
coronavirus (COVID-19).

This publication was updated on 3 December 2020 and says:

The Government has developed a five-stage roadmap to bring performing arts back safely. These five
stages of the phased return to performing arts are as follows:

● Stage One - Rehearsal and training (no audiences)
● Stage Two - Performances for broadcast and recording purposes
● Stage Three - Performances outdoors with an audience and pilots for indoor performances

with a limited socially-distanced audience
● Stage Four - Performances allowed indoors and outdoors (but with a limited socially-distanced

audience indoors)
● Stage Five - Performances allowed indoors / outdoors (with a fuller audience indoors)

As of 2nd December, we are now at Stage 4 of the roadmap.

In compliance with the current guidance, actions under the following priority categories are taken:

1.A COVID-19 risk assessment 2. Cleaning, hand sanitising 3. Face coverings

4. Social Distancing 5. Ventilation 6. NHS Test and Trace

7. Turn people with coronavirus symptoms away
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